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Part 3
1. (n.) a religious service or rite; the form of a ritual or other act of public

worship. synonyms: ceremony, observance

A. icon

2. (n.) something illusory, without substance, or without a basis in reality; an

illusion. synonym: optical illusion

B. morass

3. (n.) a patch of low, soft, wet ground; a swamp; a confusing situation in which

one is entrapped, as in quicksand synonyms: bog, quagmire antonyms: solid

ground, bedrock, terra firma

C. proselyte

4. (adj.) offensive or disgusting; foul-smelling; harmful or injurious synonyms:

fetid, noxious, vile, loathsome antonyms: wholesome, pleasant, sweet-smelling

D. solecism

5. (adj.) forgetful; unaware synonym: insensible antonyms: aware, mindful,

cognizant, alert

E. Lachrymose

6. (n.) a base coward synonyms: craven, dastard, "chicken" antonyms: hero,

stalwart, gallant

F. minuscule

7. (n) a convert; a disciple synonyms: novice, neophyte antonyms: master, teacher,

guide, guru

G. poltroon

8. (adj.) resembling but not actually being; seemingly but not actually or

completely synonyms: kind of, semi-, as if antonyms: totally, completely, actually,

in fact

H. microcosm

9. (n.) good-humored ridicule; teasing synonyms: banter, persiflage I. lexicon

10. (adj.) irreverently mocking; coarse, vulgar, or indecent in language synonyms:

bawdy, risqué antonyms: seemly, proper, decorous

J. vassal

11. (adj.) lying flat on one's back; listless or lethargic; apathetic or passive

synonyms: prone, prostrate; inert antonyms: upright, erect, perpendicular, vertical

K. obfuscate

12. (n.) a short description or sketch; a picture or illustration with edges that

gradually shade off; a decorative design on the title page of a book or at the

beginning or end of a chapter. synonyms: thumbnail sketch, anecdote antonyms:

epic, full-length treatment.

L. noisome

13. (adj.) given to tears or weeping; causing to shed tears; mournful, lugubrious

Syn- sad, sob, cry Ant- happy, joyous

M. raillery

14. (n.) a dictionary of a language; the special vocabulary of a person, group, or

subject; a compendium Syn- knowledge Ant- ignorant

N. melee
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15. (n.) a confused struggle; a violent free-for-all; a tumultuous mingling Syn-

disturbance, scrimmage Ant- compatible

O. liturgy

16. (n.) a miniature world or universe; a group or system viewed as the model of a

larger group or system Syn- model,

P. verisimilitude

17. (adj.) very small, tiny (n.) a lowercase letter Syn- microscopic, little, sample

Ant- huge, ginormous

Q. paternalism

18. (v.) to darken or obscure; to confuse or bewilder Syn- unclear, dazed Ant- sure,

direct, clear

R. sanguine

19. (n.) the policy or practice of treating or governing people in the manner of a

father dealing with his children Syn- part, separate Ant- join, fluid, consitatant

S. oblivious

20. (v.) to cause to concentrate around two conflicting or contrasting positions; to

cause light to vibrate in a pattern

T. mirage

21. (n.) the range, extent, or scope of something; in law, the scope or limit of what

is provided in a statute Syn- attention, concept Ant- distraction

U. polarize

22. (adj.) having a ruddy complexion; of a naturally cheerful, confident, or

optimistic outlook Syn- positive, joyful, thankful Ant- depressed

V. supine

23. (n.) a substandard or ungrammatical usage; a breach of etiquette; any

impropriety or mistake Syn- incorrect, false Ant- true

W. purview

24. (n.) a person under the protection of a feudal lord to whom he or she owes

allegiance; a subordinate or dependent; a servant (adj.) subservient Syn- maid,

slave, worker Ant- owner, master, boss

X. quasi

25. (n.) the quality of appearing to be true, real, likely, or probable Syn-  real,

show, credibility Ant- illusion

Y. ribald

26. (n). a representation or image of a sacred personage, often considered sacred

itself; an image or picture; a symbol; a graphic symbol on a computer monitor

display; an object of blind devotion SYN: emblem, idol

Z. vignette


